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EN

Make that the cat wise
DID YOU KNOW?Did you know that 

we are not the only ones 
who created our own 

version of English? Besides 
Dunglish there also 

exists Tenglish: a mixture
 of Thai and English.

The majority of the Dutch speaks English, but not always flawlessly. There is 
even a special name for the way in which Dutch people speak English: Dunglish. 
While speaking Dunglish doesn't say much about your intelligence, it can make 
people take you less seriously. Therefore it is important to learn to speak English 
correctly. Can you translate the Dunglish phrases below to correct English?

Phrase 1
In Dunglish: “Make that the cat wise.”

In correct English:             

Phrase 2
In Dunglish: “Go your gang.”

In correct English:             

Phrase 3
In Dunglish: “I fall with my nose in the butter.”

In correct English:             

Phrase 4
In Dunglish: “I do not want to fall with the door in house.”

In correct English:             

Phrase 5
In Dunglish: “I always get my sense.”

In correct English:             
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Phrase 6
In Dunglish: “I see it through the fingers.”

In correct English:             

Phrase 7
In Dunglish: “I work myself an accident.”

In correct English:             

Phrase 8
In Dunglish: “What sits your hair nice today.“

In correct English:             

Phrase 9
In Dunglish: “We walk behind the facts on.“

In correct English:             

Phrase 10
In Dunglish: “There is nothing on the hand.“

In correct English:             

DID YOU KNOW?Did you know that a female politician has 
made a big blunder by saying: “I have my first period”?
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